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Abstract
Several techniques have been proposed to enhance or improve oil recovery after primary and secondary (water injection) recoveries.
Enhanced oil recovery methods (EOR) using CO2 or chemical flooding is very expensive and not readily available. Low salinity water
flooding (LSWF) on the other hand is a relatively new method for improved oil recovery which is proven to be highly effective at lower
cost especially in carbonate reservoirs. Experimental work on carbonate core samples has shown an initial recovery of up to 60% of the
original oil in place (OOIP) using the traditional seawater injection with 200,000 ppm salinity. We apply pore scale analytical model
upscaled to core scale by appropriate numerical method, such as the FEM in pro-elastic frame work after Abdelazim and Rahman (2015)
for porous fractured carbonate rocks and validate core scale model by core flood experiment. The developed core scale numerical
technique is then be up-scaled to reservoir scale using UNSW’s multiphase thermos-elastic hybrid reservoir simulator for porous
fractured reservoir (Abdelazim and Rahman, 2015 and Fahad and Rahman et al. 2016). Such a fully coupled and integrated numerical
technique can investigate the reservoir behaviour due to different low salinity water flooding scenarios, optimum salinity for water can
be determined for potential recovery of oil.
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